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Quick Tip: Holiday Punch

The holidays are coming — break out the punch!  
(The paper punch, that is.) Combine punched silver foil design 
elements with Tomato Red Opalescent for something truly festive.  

Holiday punch plate, 8" x 13", slumped on Rectangular Slumper, Mold 8929.

Hint: Sandwich silver foil between sheets of paper before 
punching out shapes (or cutting them with scissors). This 
creates a toothy structure that cuts cleanly and keeps the foil 
from tearing. Be sure to remove all traces of paper before firing.

Firing
We’ve had success firing this layup with an initial heat range 
of 200-400°F in the first segment of a full fuse.

Remember Reactivity
A dark reaction will develop around foil elements as a result 
of a silver-sulfur reaction with Red Opalescent. Reactions 
near the edge of the piece may “feather” because there’s 
more airflow there. Some yellowing between Clear and silver 
may develop (this is called silver stain). Expect variation.  
It’s part of the beauty of this combination.

Firing with silver foil between layers of glass usually contains 
the silver. To protect your kiln shelf from silver contamination, 
place the foil elements at least 3/4" from the outer edge of 
the project. If firing with silver on the perimeter, keep it within 
the footprint of the base without any overhang.

We wish you a cheery holiday season! Enjoy the punch!In addition to Tomato Red (left), try Red Opalescent (000124-0030-F) 
and Deep Red (000224-0030-F ).

Layup
Arrange silver foil (007217-FOIL) punches on Tomato Red 
(000024-0030-F). You can use GlasTac (008232-GLUE) to 
keep them in place. Cap with 3 mm Clear (001101-0030-F) 
and invert the whole layup so that the clear sheet is against 
the shelf and the Tomato Red is the top layer — or arrange 
the foil on the Clear and cap with Tomato Red.

The pieces shown here were fired “design down,” so the side 
facing the shelf in the fuse becomes the front of the piece. 
To achieve an effortless semi-matte finish, slump with the 
shelf-side up.

http://shop.bullseyeglass.com/rectangular-slumper-17-25-x-12-25-in-438-x-311-mm-slumping-mold.html
http://shop.bullseyeglass.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=000124-0030-F&x=0&y=0
http://shop.bullseyeglass.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=000224-0030-F&x=0&y=0
http://shop.bullseyeglass.com/silver-foil-9-5-x-9-5.html
http://shop.bullseyeglass.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=000024-0030-F&x=0&y=0
http://shop.bullseyeglass.com/bullseye-glastac-32-oz-bottle.html
http://shop.bullseyeglass.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=001101-0030-F&x=0&y=0

